KATE BOND MIDDLE SCHOOL

GIRL'S UNIFORM POLICY

Experience Kate Bond...in Navy and Khaki

BASIC UNIFORM:
- Navy Blue Collared Polo Shirt
- Khaki Pants
  (No stretch, spandex, or tight styles)
- Khaki Skirt or Shorts
  (Length must be no shorter than 2 inches above the knee)
- Solid Navy Blue Tights
  (To be worn under skirts only)
- Tennis Shoes or Dress Shoes

OPTIONAL:
- Kate Bond T-shirt or Sweatshirt
- Plain Navy Blue Hoodie/Sweatshirt
- Plain Navy Blue Zip-Front Jacket
- Plain Navy Blue Button Sweater

NOT ALLOWED!
- Anything with logos
- Any shirt or sweater that is not navy blue
- Crocs
- Leggings
- Jeggings

All uniform violations will result in disciplinary action from an administrator. Students will also be asked to remove any clothing that does not adhere to policy.
Boy's Uniform Policy

Experience Kate Bond...in Navy and Khaki

Basic Uniform:
- Navy blue collared polo shirt
- Khaki pants or shorts
- Brown belt (no emblems)
- Tennis shoes or dress shoes

Optional:
- Kate Bond t-shirt or sweatshirt
- Plain navy blue hoodie/sweatshirt
- Plain navy blue zip-front jacket
- Plain navy blue button sweater

Not Allowed!
- Anything with logos
- Any shirt or sweater that is not navy blue
- Crocs

All uniform violations will result in disciplinary action from an administrator. Students will also be asked to remove any clothing that does not adhere to policy.